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Everyone loves primitive hooked rugs. Learn the secrets to making your next wide-cut hooked rug a

success.Hooking with wide cut strip--tips and techniques from the expertMaking new rugs look

oldColor planning for primitive rugsPrimitive motifs for your wide-cut rugHooking details and lettering

with wide cuts
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I've been hooking for 10 years or more and taught myself. I wish this book had been written when I

first started. Easy to read and follow. I own a lot of rug hooking books, but none come close to this

book! I must for any rug hooker no matter what skill level. It's so simple it's genius. I have never

been lucky enough to take one of Wendy's classes, but now I feel like I have.

Wendy Miller is a very talented primitive hooker. There are LOTS of good tips if you're interested in

moving more into primitives. I've been hooking for several years but still came away with several

good, new ideas. I recommend this book. However, if you're a hooker who uses #3's & #4's and are

not interested in changing, this would not be the book for you. But if you want to broaden your

horizons, Wendy will do it for you with this book

Wendy Miller wrote an excellent rug hooking book for wide cut primitive rug hooking with clear, well-

chosen words, and photos to entice youto hook with wide cuts. I, myself, am a traditional rug hooker

who prefers #4, #5, and #6 cuts of wool to hook; I am now going to explore further and will hook with

an #8 cut. Thank you Wendy! Please buy this very well-written rug hooking book. It belongs in your



library, and you will go back to it as you rug hook and read it for explanations of various techniques.

This book is a wonderful go to at anytime. Wendy explains hooking and design so well. She makes

being a new hooker excited to start. I would highly recommend this book to read and use it right

away. My next hope is that she makes another book soon

Excellent book! I have taught myself the art of rug hooking over the last two years and this book

would have been great to have when I first embarked on my journey. This book is not just for

beginners, it is a great source for all. It is a breath of fresh air that primitive rug hooking needed, as

there aren't many sources for wide cut hooking.

Very informative and easy to read. I enjoyed the pictures of beautiful rugs and packed with so many

Ideas for my future rug hooking.

I have alot of rug hooking how-to books plus Rug Hooking Magazine. For the style I'm interested in

hooking ,this is the most valuable resourse available although ,I think that this culd be interpereted

to all widths. It is written in a clear, precise manner and explains in detail step by step instruction not

only in wide cut, but different backrounds and finishing. A-Z, really! A great book to own!

Nice book. The pictures are very inspiring and there is a lot if good information as well. I've been rug

hooking for a while but learned some helpful tips.
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